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Synodal Church Slavonic Collation: Some Issues and Concerns 
 The traditional order of letters is given as 

Аа, Бб, Вв, Гг, Дд, Ее, Єє, Жж, Ѕѕ, Зз, Ии, Їі, Кк, Лл, Мм, Оо, Ѻѻ, Пп, Рр, Сс, 

Тт, Оμоμ, Уꙋ, Хх, Фф, Ѡѡ, Ѿѿ, Цц, Чч, Шш, Щщ, Ъъ, Ыы, Ьь, Ээ, Юю, Ꙗꙗ, 

Ѧѧ, Ѯѯ, Ѱѱ, Ѳѳ, Ѵѵ, Ѷѷ, Ѽѽ, Ѫѫ 

This listing contains all the basic letters which occur in the Synodal Church Slavonic language. 

In addition to the above letters, the diacritical marks shown in Table 3, Table 4, and Table 5. It 

can be noted that not all of the diacritical marks have the same meaning or use through time. 

Table 1: Church Slavonic Diacritics 

Diacritic Name Proper 
Code-Point 

Auxiliary 
Code-Point Example 

Acute Accent U+ 0301  А ́а ́
Grave Accent U+0300  А ̀а̀ 

Titlo U+0483 U+0303 А ҃№ 
Psili U+0486 U+0313 А ̓а ̓

Yerok U+033E  д꙽ 
Kamora U+0311  А ҄а ҄
Diaeresis U+308  Їі 

Breve U+0306  Йй 
 

  

Table 2: Composite Diacritics 

Composite Diacritics Proper Sequence Auxiliary Sequence Example 

Apostrof U+0486 U+0300 U+0313 U+0300 А ̓̀ а ̓̀ 
Iso U+0486 U+0301 U+0313 U+0301 А ̓́ а̓́ 
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Table 3: Most Common Superscripted Letters. Forms in Brackets are Unattested in Synodal Church Slavonic. 

Superscripted Letter Code-Point Superscripted Letter Code-Point 

(дⷠ) U+2DE0 (дⷮ) U+2DEE 

дⷡ  U+2DE1 (дⷯ) U+2DEF 

дⷢ U+2DE2 (дⷰ) U+2DF0 

дⷣ U+2DE3 дⷱ U+2DF1 

(дⷤ) U+2DE4 (дⷲ) U+2DF2 

(дⷥ) U+2DE5 (дⷳ) U+2DF3 

(дⷦ) U+2DE6 (дⷴ) U+2DF4 

дⷧ U+2DE7 (дⷶ) U+2DF6 

(дⷨ) U+2DE8 (дⷷ) U+2DF7 

дⷩ U+2DE9 (дⷹ) U+2DF9 

дⷪ U+2DEA (дⷺ) U+2DFA 

(дⷫ) U+2DEB (дⷻ) U+2DFB 

дⷬ U+2DEC (дⷽ) U+2DFD 

дⷭ U+2DED   

 

Proposed Collation Order 

 Since Unicode provides us with 4 levels of detail for specifying the order in which the 

different aspects of a proper collection sequence can be defined. Basically, I would suggest 

placing the basic characters to Level 1; the diacritical marks and superscript letters to Level 2; 

and capitalisation issues to Level 3. The following will provide greater detail and examples to 

illustrate the given suggestions. 

 It should be noted that since the diacritical marks are often used as a form of 

disambiguation, the following rules are proposed for ordering “similar” examples (All examples 

drawn from the Elizabethan Bible in the Ponomar Project or appropriate Liturgical texts): 
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1) The nominative singular form should be sorted first (час́ъ < час҄ъ). 

2) The singular forms should come before the plural/dual forms (часа̀ < часа;҄ кон́ь < 

кѡ́нъ). 

3) Abbreviations should come before unabbreviated words with the same Level 1 forms (дв҃а 

< два̀). 

4) Sorting of diacritical marks should be from left-to-right. 

Level 1 

 In order to implement the above suggestions, the following Level 1 sort order should be 

defined: 

Аа < Бб  < Вв  < Гг  <  Дд  < Ее < Єє < Жж < Ѕѕ < Зз < Ии [Йй = и + ◌̆] < Іі 
< Кк < Лл < Мм < Ѻѻ < Оо < Ѡѡ < Ꙍꙍ [Ѿѿ = ѡ + ◌;ⷮ Ѽ = ꙍ + ◌ ̓+ ◌҇] < Пп < 

Рр < Сс < Тт < Оμоμ = Уꙋ = μ < Хх < Фф < Цц < Чч < Шш < Щщ < Ъъ < Ыы < 

Ьь < Ээ < Юю < Ꙗꙗ < Ѧѧ < Ѯѯ < Ѱѱ < Ѳѳ < Ѵѵ [Ѷѷ = Ѵѵ + ◌ꙵ] < Ѫѫ 

Comments: 

1) The base form of Їі is encoded, namely Іі. This will simplify issues with diacritical marks. 

2) The different forms of /o/ are arranged so rules 1 and 2 can be obeyed, namely кон́ь < 

кѡ́нъ and ѻ̓́нъ < ѡ̓́нъ. 

3) Equating the different forms of /u/ will not give any issues as the first form is only used 

word initially while the second form is used elsewhere. The last form is only used in 

numerals. In older texts, I would suggest that if there is a need for ordering that the 

second form be given the highest priority and the digraph the lowest. 

4) The ordering of the two forms of /ja/ (Ꙗꙗ < Ѧѧ) is arbitrary, but traditional. There is a 

good set of words which are disambiguated by using these two forms: ꙗз̓ы̑ки < ѧ҆зы̑ки. 
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5) The Ѷѷ should be treated as as a decomposable character equal to Ѵѵ + ◌ꙵ (kendema) to 

parallel the decomposition of Їі. This will allow the proper sorting of such forms as 

сѷріа́/сЂринъ/сЂрѧны, as differing at the second level (other examples: пЂргахъ < пѵ҄ргахъ 

and пЂрги < пѵ҄рги). 

6) I think that both Ѿѿ and Ѽѽ should be treated as decomposable characters equivalent 

to ѡ + ◌ ⷮand ꙍ + ◌̓ + ◌,҇ as suggested in the roadmap. 

7) We need to distinguish Ѻѻ < Оо, since we have the following two words і҆оп́пы (Joshua 

Chapter 19, 46th verse, 9th word) and і҆ѻппію́, which have the same first 4 letters and 

hence we need to determine some type of sort disambiguation. 

Level 2 

 Level 2 should consider the diacritical marks from left to right. The following ranking 

should be assigned: 

◌ ̈= ◌ꙵ < ◌´ < ◌̀ < ◌҄ < ◌҃ < ◌̆ < All superscript letters in the same order as in 

Level 1 < ◌҇ < ◌҆ 

Comments: 

1) The yerok should be treated as a superscript letter equal to ъ. 

2) The psili can basically be ignored, as all word initial vowels must carry it. 

3) Placing the three stress marks (◌́ < ◌̀ < ◌҄) in this order will often produce the 

correct results given the rules, for example, мꙋќи <  мꙋкѝ < м{ки; or  мꙋж́емъ 

< мꙋж́ємъ < мꙋжє́мъ. However, this ordering will not always work, as for example, 

зем́ли < землѝ < зємлѝ, where the first form is plural, the second singular, and the 

third dual (not attested in the Bible, but given in most grammar books). In fact, it will be 

impossible to be generally correct without resorting to a dictionary. 
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4) The superscript letters should come last and they should be ordered in the same manner 

as the base letter. 

5) Consider also, for example, є̓́зера (lake) < є̓зер́а (pond/standing water1)?  

Level 3 

 Level 3 should consider the case of the letter with upper case coming before the 

equivalent lower case letter. 

 

 
1 All seven instances of this word in the Elizabethean Bible are translated by pond or standing water in 
corresponding verse in the King James Bible. 
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